
Chaska Hawks Booster Concession Use Policy 
 
The Chaska Booster Club is comprised of parent volunteers whose purpose is to raise funds to purchase 
items/equipment that stay with CHS teams and activities.  The Chaska Booster Club operates and 
maintains the CHS concession facilities and has the full financial responsibility of purchasing and 
replacing concession equipment when needed, damaged, breaks, or is stolen.  
 

This policy has been developed for outside groups that would like to use our concession facilities and is 
intended to help recoup some of the costs associated with maintaining on-site concession facilities. 
 

Going forward, groups are welcome to use our concessions with the following stipulations:   
1. Groups are required to use our canned/bottled beverages; NO outside canned/ bottled 

beverages may be brought on-site for the purpose of sales, with the exception of breakfast 
juices, milk, coffee, hot chocolate and/or tea. 

2. Outside tourney group is responsible to bring in all other product they intend to sell and remove it 
at end of tourney unless other arrangements have been made with CHS concession lead. 

3. Groups will be charged $.50 per water bottle or canned beverages, $1.00 per Gatorade $1.25 per 
Aspire beverages sold. A bottle count will be done before and after the event to determine the 
number of bottles sold. 

4. An additional usage fee will be assessed based on the number of concurrent days of the event.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Group must inform the Boosters what food items they intend to sell.  Food items must meet 
requirements of Minnesota Health Department rules and approved by Boosters.  Food items must 
be precooked and cannot be prepared at home.  No roasters, crockpots, can be used.  This is per 
MDH rules, failure to comply puts the Booster concession license at risk. 

6. Concession facility should be cleaned/ equipment put away and returned in the same condition as 
was received or a cleaning charge may be assessed. 

7. Beverage coolers should be restocked at the end of the tourney. 
8. Keys will be returned at end of tourney per arrangement between group and CHS concession lead. 

 

Chaska Hawk Boosters will: 
1. Do a beverage count before and after event. 
2. Provide access to concession equipment and utensils. 
3. Provide canned/bottled beverages for sale at tournament/event. 

 

Please complete the following information: 
Group/Organization Name__________________________________________________________________________ 
Contact Person _______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Contact phone number ______________________________________________________________________________ 
Contact email _________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Tourney/Activity date(s) ____________________________________________________________________________ 


Yes   No-We would like to use popcorn packets/bags ($1.00/pkt) to make/sell at our event. (If “yes” 
this cost will be based on amount used and billed after event.) 
 

Any additional information/items needed from the Hawks Boosters: __________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
To return this form or for more information please contact Kim Reding, Chaska Hawks Booster Club, 612-
741-1122 or chsboosterconc@gmail.com 
 

# days Usage 
Fee 

1 day $100 
2 days $200 
3 days $300 

For internal Use: 
_________ Keys given  _________ Keys returned 
________ Beverage count prior to event   _____ after event  
________ Organization billed  _______ Payment received Revised 3/2016 


